Three results are proved concerning the Hausdorff fractional dimension of sets of continued fractions whose partial quotients belong to given sequences.
Introduction.
In [1] , I. J. Good investigated the fractional dimension of sets of continued fractions whose partial quotients an obey various conditions. Included amongst these results are theorems discussing cases where an becomes large, and in [2] these results were extended to cover some cases where an tends to infinity rapidly. In all these results the only restrictions on an are of the type an^.f(n) and an->-co.
In this paper I shall prove analogous results concerning the cases where an is further restricted to belong to some sequence of natural numbers.
The notation to be used and the relevant parts of the theories of continued fractions and Hausdorff measures are given in [2] and the reader is referred to that paper for these details. In addition throughout the paper we shall use (<f>n) to denote a strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers (rather than (<£(«))-for ease of printing).
The following theorems will be proved. Theorem 1. Suppose the series 2 (4>n)~x converges. Then provided A has the property that 2 (tn)-« ^ 2-*12, the set E={Ç\ai'^.A and at e (</>n)} has fractional dimension ^|a.
Theorem 2. Suppose the series 2 (<£«)~a diverges. Then for any A, the set E in Theorem 1 has dimension ^|a. Proof of Theorem 1. The set E is covered by the system of fundamental intervals en+1 = {/(«+l ; ax • • • an+1)} where at e (<pn) and af^A. Since max|/(«)|-^0 as n->oo, n can be chosen so that every member of £"+1 has length less than ô. We then have Proof of Theorem 2. Let £={f|a¡ e (<£«) and /l?Sa¿^.fi}, where B will be chosen later. We assume without loss of generality that A and B both belong to the sequence (<f>n). Then £^£ so that dim £^dim £. The set F is closed and bounded, so given an open cover °U of F we can find a finite subsystem of "^ which also covers F. We discard any intervals of the subsystem which do not meet F. The remaining intervals of this subsystem may be closed by the addition of their endpoints, and then shrunk so that their endpoints lie in F. This gives a system Y~ of intervals which covers F and which satisfies
Note that F contains no isolated points, so that no Jef consists of a single point.
We now define another system W depending on V. Let J be an interval of y. Now/£/(O), but/$/(m) for m sufficiently large since max|/(m)|->0 as m->-oo. Thus there is a greatest integer, say n, such thatJ £/(«). We can therefore find integers a1,---,an,k,l such that a{ e (</>«) for i = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ , n, k e (<f>n), I e (<f>n); We now let "W be the finite set of intervals I(n) corresponding to the intervals J of "V. Since a given I(n) in W may correspond to more than one J in f we have Zur* 2 ^.
We may discard any interval I(n) which is contained in any other interval of if without altering the fact that our system of fundamental intervals covers £ (which it does in virtue of the property /s/(«)).
Thus we have a finite system ÍV of fundamental intervals of various orders, none contained in any other. Suppose the largest order of any interval present is m. Since each interval I(m; ax ■ • ■ am_xr) for which r e (</>«) and A^r^B contains infinitely many points of £, these intervals must all be members of W (since any two have at most one point in common). We now replace these intervals by the interval I(m-\ ; ax ■ • ■ am_x) to give a new system SE, and we investigate the effect Now given A, B may be chosen so that Aä<t>nSB since 2 (^w)~a is divergent. Thus (5) holds for the system SC. We proceed in this manner and after a finite number of steps we reach a system whose largest order is zero, and for which (5) holds. The only interval of order zero is [0, 1] and so we have a"/2w ^ 2 iJia/2 = 12~°'/2ß"aThis is a positive constant independent of the system <í¿, and so we have shown that dim F^oc/2. If in this corollary the condition a"^/4 could be replaced by an-^-ao, this together with Corollary 1 would establish that the set {||aB e (<]>n) and fln-*co} has dimension exactly equal to the exponent of convergence of the series 2 (</"0_1-At the present time I am unable to prove this for an arbitrary sequence (4>n), but Theorem 3 gives the result for sequences (nb).
Proof of Theorem 3. The arguments are the same as those of Theorem 2, except that some of the calculations are altered.
We consider the set The argument finishes as before, to establish that dim D^.l/2b. To obtain equality, we note that Z)£{f|a, e (nb) and a¿->-oo} so that dim D<t\ßb by Corollary 1.
Corollary 3. The set {i\a{ e (nb) and a¿-*co} has dimension 1/26.
Concluding remarks.
It would be interesting to be able to deal with {f|a¿ e (<f>n) and a>.f(i)} for functions/tending to infinity, and I would conjecture that no matter how rapidly/tends to infinity, the set would still have dimension equal to the exponent of convergence of the series 2 (fay~l. This would modify Good's Theorem 8 [1, p. 204 ] to say that the set considered in that theorem has dimension ^|, instead of zero. (I noted in [2] that Dr. Good has kindly confirmed that his proof of Theorem 8 is invalid, but I cannot yet prove either the suggested modification or the general conjecture above.)
